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Structural dynamics effects on the ultrafast
chemical bond cleavage of a photodissociation
reaction†
Marı´a E. Corrales,a Vincent Loriot,ab Garikoitz Balerdi,a Jesu´s Gonza´lez-Va´zquez,ab
Rebeca de Nalda,b Luis Ban˜ares*a and Ahmed H. Zewail*c
The correlation between chemical structure and dynamics has been explored in a series of molecules
with increasing structural complexity in order to investigate its influence on bond cleavage reaction
times in a photodissociation event. Femtosecond time-resolved velocity map imaging spectroscopy
reveals specificity of the ultrafast carbon–iodine (C–I) bond breakage for a series of linear (unbranched)
and branched alkyl iodides, due to the interplay between the pure reaction coordinate and the rest of
the degrees of freedom associated with the molecular structure details. Full-dimension time-resolved
dynamics calculations support the experimental evidence and provide insight into the structure–dynamics
relationship to understand structural control on time-resolved reactivity.
Introduction
The relationship between static molecular structure and
chemical reactivity has been a cornerstone in organic chemistry
over the years. For instance, electrophilic substitution in aro-
matic molecules has been extensively employed to tune
chemical reactivity in specific chemical attack sites (ortho, meta
and para) and to define different synthesis routes.1 However,
the relation between the dynamics associated with key struc-
tural changes in the molecule and the outcome of a chemical
reaction has been much less explored. In a series of papers,
Stolow and co-workers and Soep and co-workers studied sub-
stituent effects on the photochemical dynamics at conical
intersections in a series of molecules like substituted benzenes,2
ethylenes,3,4 cyclopentadienes5,6 and a,b-enones7 by using ultra-
fast photoelectron spectroscopy. The key point in those studies
was to discern the role of electronic structure, density of states
and floppiness or rigidity of the molecular structure in the
electronically non-adiabatic dynamics by systematic chemical
substitution. In a way, the aim was to find an equivalent of the
‘‘Polanyi rules’’8 for excited state polyatomic dynamics, in such a
way that specific vibrational dynamics at conical intersections
would be as important to dynamics as are the topographical
features of the conical intersections themselves.5
In the present work, the aim is to demonstrate the role of the
dynamics associated with key structural changes in the mole-
cule to influence reactivity in terms of reaction times in photo-
dissociation. In a series of molecules containing the same
reaction coordinate but different extended structures, we show
a correlation between the reaction (bond cleavage) time and the
dynamics associated with the chemical structure of the mole-
cule. Specifically, we have examined a series of R–I molecules
sharing the same carbon–iodine (C–I) reaction coordinate but
with varying alkyl radical chain R, which makes the molecule
either linear (unbranched) or branched. The linear molecules
studied are CH3I, C2H5I, n-C3H7I and n-C4H9I, and those
branched are i-C3H7I and t-C4H9I (chemical structures are
shown in Fig. 2).
Time-resolved measurements (reaction times for the C–I
bond cleavage in the first absorption band of the molecules)
have been carried out by means of femtosecond velocity map
imaging spectroscopy,9,10 which provides in addition the angular
and velocity distributions of the fragments as a function of time.
This series of molecules shares the same electronic structure
upon absorption of a UV femtosecond laser pulse at 268 nm
and a common C–I dissociation mediated by a conical inter-
section between two optically active electronically excited states,
the 1Q1 and
3Q0 states, in the so-called A-band
10,11 (see Fig. 1).
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The clocking of the reactions is carried out by a time-delayed
femtosecond laser pulse, which can resonantly multiphoton
ionize the iodine fragments both in the ground and spin–orbit
excited states, I(2P3/2) and I*(
2P1/2), respectively.
Methodology
Femtosecond pump–probe velocity map imaging spectroscopy
has been used to measure photodissociation reaction times of
the series of molecules depicted in Fig. 2. In all cases, the
excitation to the maximum of the A-band is carried out by a
femtosecond pump laser centered at 268 nm (1 mJ per pulse)
corresponding to the third harmonic of a fraction of the output
of an amplified femtosecond laser system, 3.5 mJ pulses of 50 fs
duration at 1 kHz repetition rate with a central wavelength of
804 nm. The probe laser pulse, centered at 304.5 nm to ionize
the iodine fragment atoms by (2+1) resonance-enhanced multi-
photon ionization (REMPI) (I(2P3/2) through the 6p
4D7/2 and
6p4D1/2 states, and I*(
2P1/2) through the 6p
4P3/2 and 6p
4D1/2
states) and with typically 5 mJ per pulse, is generated in an
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) pumped by a fraction of the
fundamental laser output after frequency quadrupling the
1333.8 nm signal pulse. Given the bandwidth of the probe
laser, both I(2P3/2) and I*(
2P1/2) fragments can be resonantly
ionized at 304.5 nm. The delay between the pump and probe
pulses is controlled by a motorized delay stage placed at the
probe laser arm that allows time steps as low as 1 fs. The two
laser beams are focused with a 25 cm focal length lens onto a
pulsed molecular beam inside a differentially pumped vacuum
chamber. The molecular beam is generated by expansion of the
molecule of interest at 0 1C or room temperature, seeded in He,
at a total pressure of 1.5–2 bars, through a 0.5 mm diameter
nozzle, 1 kHz cantilever piezoelectric pulsed valve. A 1 mm
diameter skimmer separates the expansion and ionization
chambers, where the molecular beam interacts with the laser
pulses. Generated ions are extracted by a set of electrostatic
lenses working in velocity mapping configuration,9 and mass
separated in a 50 cm field-free region time-of-flight (TOF) mass
spectrometer. Ion spheres are projected onto a detector con-
sisting of a dual microchannel plate (MCP) in Chevron configu-
ration coupled to a phosphor screen and a Peltier-cooled 12-bit
charge-coupled device camera. The front MCP plate is gain-gated
in order to achieve mass selection. Kinetic energy-radius calibra-
tion is done by measuring resonantly ionized CH3(n = 0) fragments
at 333.45 nm after photodissociation of CH3I at 268 nm, taking
advantage of the well known kinetic energy release (KER) for both
I*(2P1/2) and I(
2P3/2) yielding channels. Ion images are Abel inverted
using the polar basis set expansion (pBASEX)12 method and a
Levenberg–Marquardt squared residuals minimization algorithm13
is used for fits to the data. The instrument temporal response time,
considered as the temporal cross-correlation of the pump and
probe pulses, was measured by 1+10 multiphoton ionization
of Xe, obtaining a value of 150 fs. This same method was used
to determine time-zero in situ.
Ab initio CASPT2 electronic structure calculations of the
ground and excited potential energy curves including spin–
orbit have been carried out for all the molecules studied. In
these calculations, the potential energy was evaluated as a
function of the C–I distance and at each point the geometry
of the molecule was optimized at the CAS(6,4)/ANO-L level of
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the relevant potential energy curves
along the C–I distance for the electronic states involved in the A-band
photodissociation of the RI alkyl iodides studied in this work. After one-
photon 268 nm excitation the 3Q0 state, which correlates with R + I*(
2P1/2),
is accessed. A non-adiabatic crossing with the 1Q1 state allows production
of R + I(2P3/2).
Fig. 2 Abel inverted iodine images measured in femtosecond pump–
probe velocity map imaging experiments for the series of alkyl iodide
molecules. The pump laser pulse (268 nm) excites the molecules to the
maximum of the first absorption A-band. The probe laser pulse (304.5 nm)
ionizes the iodine fragments by (2+1) REMPI both in the ground (2P3/2) and
spin–orbit excited (2P1/2) states. The time delay between the pump and
probe pulses is 1 ps. In the images, the radius is proportional to the velocity
of the fragments. The linear polarization of the lasers is vertical.
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theory along with State Average (SA) wavefunctions. The energy
was corrected with perturbation theory in its multireference
form CASPT2. The basis set ANO-L was contracted to be
equivalent to a triple zeta polarized one and the active space
includes the orbitals of the two lone pairs of the iodine and the
bonding and antibonding orbitals of C–I. The Hamiltonian was
modified using the Douglas–Kroll approximation to consider
relativistic effects. The geometries were optimized and their
frequencies calculated at the single-state CASPT2 level of
theory, for the ground electronic state, with analytical gradients
as implemented in the MOLPRO package.14 In this case, we
include an SA of three singlet states in a SA3-CAS(6,4) calcula-
tion. In order to describe correctly the adiabatic energies,
singlet point calculations were performed at this geometry
including the previous singlet SA3-CAS(6,4) and another
SA3-CAS(6,4) for the triplet states, and the energies were
recalculated using MS-CASPT2,15 independently of singlet and
triplet states. Finally, spin–orbit coupling was taken into
account using the AMFI approximation and the corresponding
singlet–triplet Hamiltonian was diagonalized. These single
point calculations were done using MOLCAS16 and they reveal
that the dissociation energies, the shape of the relevant
potential energy curves and the position of the 3Q0/
1Q1 conical
intersection are similar for the different molecules studied
(see Table 1).
On-the-fly adiabatic full-dimension classical trajectory calcu-
lations have been run using a modified version of SHARC,21
where the surface hopping algorithm was removed, but spin–
orbit coupling was considered in the evaluation of the gradi-
ents. The on-the-fly trajectory calculations use a smaller basis
set of Stoll and co-workers for the valence electrons of C and I,
with its corresponding pseudo-potentials for the inner elec-
trons, and a DZP for the H-atom (CAS/ECP method). The
trajectories are started at the Franck–Condon region of the
3Q0 surface and once at the conical intersection with the
1Q1
surface a crossing with unity probability is forced, so that
the trajectories end in the I(2P3/2) + CH3 asymptote. About
10 trajectories sampling different initial conditions according
to a Wigner distribution have been run for each molecule. Due
to the lack of dynamic electronic correlation in the CASSCF
method, the calculated dissociation energies are significantly
smaller in comparison with the CASPT2 and experimental values.
However, it is observed that the available energy is similar for
all molecules, and thus this methodology should be able to give
at least a qualitative picture of the energy flux along the
reaction coordinate as the dissociation proceeds for the differ-
ent molecules. An end point for the trajectories has been fixed
at 4.8 Å beyond the equilibrium distance as the distance where
the fragments can be considered free, and has been chosen for
global agreement with experimental reaction times. In order to
calculate the reaction times, a Gaussian envelope was assigned
to the distance between the I-atom and the center of mass of
the radical group for every trajectory. In the asymptotic region
(chosen to be 4.8 Å from the equilibrium geometry), the time
evolution of the sum of Gaussian envelopes was integrated
describing the population beyond the probe region. Finally,
the reaction time was obtained by fitting this population to a
sigmoidal function.
Results and discussion
Fig. 2 depicts Abel inverted iodine ion images obtained at a
long delay time between the excitation and ionization laser
pulses, when the reaction has already finished and the radical R
and the I-atom can be considered as free fragments.
As can be appreciated, there are significant changes in the
characteristic rings representing specific reaction channels for
the series of molecules. However, the anisotropy associated
with the measured iodine fragment angular distribution is very
similar in all cases, characteristic of a parallel transition and
a similar non-adiabatic photodissociation mechanism.4 Two
sharp rings are clearly observed for the smaller molecules
(CH3I, C2H5I and n-C3H7I), indicating narrow velocity distributions
of the iodine fragment. However, this picture changes considerably
for the larger molecules (i-C3H7I, n-C4H9I and t-C4H9I), where only
one fuzzy broad ring is observed. Measurements of the quantum
yields of the reaction by time-resolved photoelectron imaging
spectroscopy‡ reveal that the two channels yielding I(2P3/2) and
I*(2P1/2) are present for all the molecules, although with varying
branching ratios. In particular, for the branched molecules, the
amount of I*(2P1/2) generated in the reaction is minor. Thus,
the changes observed in the iodine images are related mainly to
the different energy release of the possible reaction channels,
which are dependent on the molecule.
Indeed, important information that can be extracted from
the images shown in Fig. 2 is the fraction of the total energy
available after excitation that appears as internal energy (both
rotational and vibrational) of the R fragment. Angular inte-
gration of the images provides the total translational energy
distributions (TEDs) depicted in Fig. 3, from where the fraction
values reported in Table 2 can be obtained. It is clear that there
is a tendency for the internal energy of the R fragment to
Table 1 Dissociation energy (D0) of the alkyl iodides studied in this work
calculated at the CASPT2 level of theory compared with the available
experimental data (Dexp0 ). The C–I distance of the
3Q0/
1Q1 non-adiabatic
crossing (RCI) is also included
D0/eV D
exp
0 /eV RCI/Å
Linear
CH3I 2.58 2.41
17 2.34
C2H5I 2.62 2.35
18 2.31
n-C3H7I 2.69 2.36
19 2.31
n-C4H9I 2.72 2.34
20 2.31
Branched
i-C3H7I 2.66 2.30
19 2.32
t-C4H9I 2.75 2.21
20 2.28
‡ We have measured time resolved photoelectron images by resonant multiphoton
ionization of the iodine atoms. Deconvolution of the photoelectron translational
energy distributions derived from the images using a multidimensional least-
square fitting procedure yields the quantum yields for production of I(2P3/2)
and I*(2P1/2).
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increase as we move from the smaller to the larger linear
molecules.11 As the vibrational degrees of freedom and size of
the linear radical R increase, more energy is released as internal
energy and less as translational energy of the fragments. In fact,
it is for the I(2P3/2) channel of the reaction where this effect is
stronger and explains why the two channels overlap for the
largest linear molecule. This result also explains why the rings
become broader and fuzzy as the size and complexity of R
increase. A surprising different behavior is observed, however,
for the branched molecules. In that case, this quantity
decreases (t-C4H9I) or stabilizes (i-C3H7I) with respect to their
linear counterparts. This implies that the amount of the total
energy that is released as translational energy of the fragments
increases for the branched molecules as compared with the
corresponding linear ones or, in other words, the energy flux
into the internal degrees of freedom of the branched radical is
less effective. As we will show below, this has important
repercussions on the observed reaction times.
These results on the fraction of available energy appearing as
internal energy of the radical R for the series of molecules studied
in this work are in good agreement with previous data obtained
in nanosecond laser experiments along the years.11,20,22–26
The C–I bond cleavage (clocking) times in the series of
molecules are measured by monitoring the evolution of the
intensity of the iodine fragment rings in the images as a function
of time. The resulting transients for the reaction channel yielding
the ground state I(2P3/2) are depicted in Fig. 4. Similar transients
have been measured for the reaction channel yielding spin–orbit
excited I*(2P1/2) (see ESI†). Table 3 summarizes all the clocking
times measured. Reaction times for both channels, I(2P3/2) or
I*(2P1/2), steadily increase with increasing R radical size. The
exception to this trend is for the branched molecules (i-C3H7I
and t-C4H9I) when compared to the corresponding linear ones
(n-C3H7I and n-C4H9I), which show a shorter reaction time
by about 13%. Thus, the branched molecules, showing a
smaller fraction of the available energy released as internal
energy of the radical fragment (see above), also show a faster
reaction time.
Reaction time and energy release appear to be strongly
correlated for the series of linear and branched molecules.
In order to rationalize this correlation, we have used a simple
1D classical model27 in which the reaction time, t, can be
expressed as
t ¼ m1=2
ðRf
Ri
dRffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðE  VðRÞÞp (1)
where Ri and Rf are the initial and final separations between the
iodine atom and its co-fragment, E is the total energy available
for dissociation after absorption of a 268 nm photon, m is the
reduced mass of the molecule and V(R) is the potential energy
of the molecule as a function of the C–I coordinate.
Assuming that V(R)§ is similar for all the molecules studied
irrespective of the radical R (a notion that has been confirmed
Fig. 3 Center-of-mass (CM) total translational energy distributions of the
different alkyl iodides studied obtained from the images shown in Fig. 2.
The dashed and solid vertical lines correspond to the available energy for
the I(2P3/2) and I*(
2P1/2) channels, respectively, according to the known
dissociation energies of the different molecules. The combs at the bottom
panel indicate the vibrational states corresponding to the CH stretch and
umbrella modes of the CH3 co-fragment.
Table 2 Fraction of the available energy appearing as internal energy of
the radical R, fint = Eint/Eav (where Eint is the internal energy of R and Eav
is the available energy calculated as the difference between the energy of
the excitation photon and the dissociation energy of the molecule), after
dissociation of the series of molecules at 268 nm. Uncertainties for the fint
values are around 10%. I and I* stand for the reaction channels yielding
spin–orbit ground and excited state iodine atoms, I(2P3/2) and I*(
2P1/2),
respectively. For the branched molecules, the quantum yield for produc-
tion of I*(2P1/2) is less than 0.2. Theoretical values fintth obtained from
on-the-fly trajectory calculations based on the CASSCF level of theory for
the channel yielding I(2P3/2) are also included
fint(I*) fint(I) fintth(I)
Linear
CH3I 0.09 0.12 0.20
C2H5I 0.27 0.32 0.53
n-C3H7I 0.45 0.53 0.67
n-C4H9I 0.57 0.60 0.68
Branched
i-C3H7I — 0.56 0.63
t-C4H9I — 0.49 0.60
§ As in ref. 27, an exponential form has been assumed for the potential energy
curve V(R) = E exp((R  R0)/L), common to all the molecules studied.
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by high level ab initio calculations – see ESI†), then it can be
found that t p (m/2E0)1/2, where the new energy variable E0 is
introduced to account for the energy release in the internal
degrees of freedom of the fragments during the dissociation
process for the series of molecules. Thus, the energy variable E0
accounts for the difference between the total available energy,
Eav, and the internal energy of the radical R, E0 = Eav  Eint =
Eav(1  fint), where the fint = Eint/Eav values are taken from
Table 2.
Fig. 5 shows how the reaction times of the linear molecules
for the channel yielding I*(2P1/2) does indeed depend linearly
on (m/2E0)1/2. The important consequence of this result is that
time-resolved C–I bond breakage in the linear molecules is fully
accounted for by the radical size and the energy release into the
radical fragment, according to the model.
Interestingly, the same behavior is found for the linear and
branched molecules for the reaction channel yielding I(2P3/2),
as depicted in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. This result for the
branched molecules is to a good extent expected, considering
the reduction in the energy release into the internal degrees of
freedom of the branched radicals, in parallel with the reduction
of reaction times, when compared to the linear molecules of the
same size. Therefore, the reaction times of the series of linear
and branched molecules studied can be predicted simply by
considering the molecular mass and the proportion of the
available energy released into internal degrees of freedom of
the radical R. However, the energy release into the fragments
for the series of molecules depends indeed on the structural
dynamics during the bond-breaking process.
Fig. 4 Transients measured for the series of (linear and branched) alkyl
iodide molecules for the channel of the reaction yielding ground state iodine
2P3/2 atoms. Similar transients were measured for the channel yielding spin–
orbit excited iodine 2P1/2 atoms for the linear molecules (see ESI†). The
reaction (clocking) times are referred to the time zero found in situ by
measuring the 1+10 ionization signal in Xe. Time zero is indicated in each
panel by means of a vertical dashed line. The reaction time is defined as the
time between time zero and the time corresponding to themiddle of the rise
of the transient (indicated by vertical lines in each panel). The reaction times
obtained as a mean value of several measurements along with the error bar
reflecting the standard deviation are indicated in each panel.
Table 3 Reaction times (t) for the photodissociation of the linear and
branched molecules studied in this work. I* and I stand for the channels
yielding I*(2P1/2) and I(
2P3/2), respectively. For the branched molecules, the
quantum yield for production of I*(2P1/2) is less than 0.2. Theoretical values
(tth) obtained from on-the-fly trajectory calculations based on the
CASSCF level of theory for the channel yielding I(2P3/2) are also included
t(I*)/fs t(I)/fs tth(I)/fs
Linear
CH3I 94  6 84  13 76
C2H5I 129  4 112  7 117
n-C3H7I 166  4 158  7 149
n-C4H9I 193  7 183  8 183
Non-linear
i-C3H7I — 137  12 143
t-C4H9I — 159  10 160 Fig. 5 Representation of the reaction time versus (m/2E0)1/2, where m is the
reduced mass of the molecule and E0 is a modified energy variable which
considers the available energy after subtraction of the amount of energy
channelled into internal modes of the radical R for each molecule. (Top)
Linear molecules dissociating into I*(2P1/2). (Bottom) Linear and branched
molecules dissociating into I(2P3/2). Straight lines are linear fits to the data.
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To what extent the dynamics associated with the structure of
the molecule is conditioning the reaction times is a question
that we would like to address in view of the above results.
For this purpose, on-the-fly adiabatic full-dimension classical
trajectory calculations have been run at the ab initio complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) level of theory. The
theoretical reaction times for the dissociation yielding ground-
state iodine atoms are listed in Table 3 along with the experi-
mental values. A good agreement is found between theory and
experiment for the reaction times. The agreement is qualitative
with respect to the fraction of available energy channelled into
internal degrees of freedom of the R fragment (see Table 2).
The classical trajectories are then useful to gain insight into
the dynamical aspects associated with the chemical structure,
which condition the rate of the reaction.
Fig. 6 shows snapshots corresponding to selected trajectories
for the largest linear and branched molecules, n-C4H9I and
t-C4H9I, respectively, where the effects are seen to be most pro-
minent. As can be seen, distinct early-stage dynamical features
during the C–I bond cleavage are involved for the two molecules.
For the linear n-C4H9I molecule, the early steps of the bond-
breaking process are dominated by a large amplitude rotational
motion of the linear radical R. During rotation, the radical
behaves as a rigid chain and its associated vibrational motions
play a relatively minor role in the dynamics. Energy flux into
rotation of the radical fragment is efficient, reducing the amount
of energy released as translational energy and making the rate of
the reaction lower. For this linear molecule, only the C–I dimen-
sion plays a major role in the dissociation dynamics. This kind of
structural dynamics is dominant for the dissociation of the series
of linear molecules in both channels of the reaction.
The picture is completely different for t-C4H9I where, the
initial steps of the cleavage are dominated by a prominent
umbrella-like bending motion involving the branched structure
of the radical fragment. In this case, no torque can be exerted
on the radical and energy transfer into the radical is less
efficient, producing an increase of the amount of energy
released as translational energy and thus a faster reaction rate.
Now the reaction coordinate cannot be just considered as
the single dimension C–I motion, but as a multidimensional
motion in which the flux of energy in key vibrational degrees of
freedom, in particular, the umbrella mode of the branched
radical, plays a significant role.24 With these considerations,
i-C3H7I represents an intermediate case between a pure linear
molecule and a pure branched molecule. Movies of specific
on-the-fly trajectories for all the molecules in both the linear
and branched series supporting these mechanisms are avail-
able as ESI.†
Conclusions
The influence on the rate of a photodissociation reaction (C–I
cleavage time) by the dynamics associated with the chemical
structure that has been shown in the series of alkyl iodide
molecules studied in this work can be considered as a general
case in reaction dynamics. We have demonstrated that energy
flux in the internal degrees of freedom of the molecule, both
rotation and vibration, is one of the key factors governing
reaction rates and its full exploitation will be the aim of future
research for other series of molecules where structural dynamics
plays a fundamental role in chemical reactivity.
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